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SUMMARY

Compression of digital audio signals can be realized by means of a subband coding system
such as the one standardized in MPEG2. For a higher performance of this coding system,
the coding gain can be improved for stationary like signals by doubling the number of
subbands. This will require twice as long filter lengths under the constraint that the
relative filter characteristics are unaffected. As a result of the longer impulse responses,
the quantization errors made in the subbands will be spread more in time at the decoder
side and causing pre-echos. For stationary like signals, the perceptible quality is improved
as result of the doubled number of subbands, but for transient like signals the spreading
of the quantization errors will degrade the perceptible quality of the coded signal. In
the current enhanced MPEG2 audio coder the pre-echos are minimized by more accurate
quantization of the subband signals representing transient regions. This will cost relatively
many bits, and does not fully eliminate the pre-echos.

In this report four other pre-echo reduction methods are discussed:

1. Non-feedback segmentation method: The transient region is segmented out of
the input of the subband coder, and coded separately. The segmentation and coding
of the transient regions are performed in time domain.

2. Feedback segmentation method: The non-feedback method can be enhanced
through the feedback of the transient region coding error into the input of the subband
coder.

3. Pre-echo coding method: At the encoder the subband coding error is determined.
The part of the errors signal preceding the transient (containing the pre-echo) is coded
in time domain, and sent over to the decoder. There the coded pre-echo is subtracted
from the output of the subband decoder.

4. Zero-insertion method: In front of transient subband signals a block of zeros
is inserted to provide an isolation of the pre-echo. At the decoder the pre-echo is
attenuated in the output of the subband decoder and a reconstruction is performed
to undo the effect of the zeros insertion.

All the four methods were implemented and compared at equal bit-rate with the enhanced
MPEG2 coder. The comparison is done by visual inspection of the pre-echos and by in
formal listening tests. The non-feedback segmentation method resulted in the best percept
ible quality, even better than that of the enhanced MPEG2 coder. The feedback method
as well as the pre-echo coding method suffer from the fact that components of the error
signal of the time domain coder are perceptible. The output signal of the zero-insertion
coder sounds unnaturally at the transients, an effect of the attenuation of the signal part
containing the pre-echo.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the project "low bit-rate audio coding" at Philips Research is the improvement
of the audio quality possible with the MPEG2 audio coding system at a fixed bit-rate. This
is partly achieved by using 64 subbands instead of the 32 used in the MPEG2 system. The
doubling of the subbands will require twice as long filter lengths under the constraint that
the relative filter characteristics are unaffected. As a result of the longer impulse responses,
the quantization errors made in the subbands will be spread more in time at the decoder
side and causing pre-echos. For stationary like signals, the perceptible quality is improved
as result of the doubled number of subbands, but but for transient like signals the spreading
of the quantization errors will degrade the perceptible quality of the coded signal. In the
current enhanced MPEG2 audio coder (64 subbands), from now on denoted by reference
coder, the problem is reduced by more accurate quantization of the segments of subband
signals that represent the transient parts in the audio signal. Because of the large analysis
filters length, the size of these segments must be relatively large in comparison to the short
temporal duration of the transients in the time domain. A consequence of this is that the
encoding of these special segments will require relatively many bits.

Pre-echo reduction can be also achieved by adaption of the filters according to the requested
time resolution [Sug90, Pan95]. In the articles [Mah92] and [Mah94] the pre-echo is filtered
in the decoder using a matched filter.

In this report some new techniques, such as transient segmentation, pre-echo coding and
zeros insertion will be discussed. First, in Chapter 2 digital audio coding is discussed
in general. In the next chapter, the subband coder will be discussed. There it will be
explained why pre-echos will occur at transient signals. To be able to reduce the pre-echos,
first the transients must be detected. The transient detection problem will be discussed in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the segmentation, pre-echo coding and zero-insertion reduction
method will be explained. The achieved results can be found in Chapter 6
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Chapter 2

AUDIO COMPRESSION

In most modern audio applications, digital signal processing techniques such as compression
are used. The goal of audio compression is to reduce the average number of bits needed
to represent the audio signal for a minimum perceptual distortion. The reduction can
be achieved by removing the redundancy and irrelevancy from the signal. Both will be
discussed in the next section.

2.1 Redundancy and irrelevancy in audio signals

Audio compression is possible because of superfluous and unimportant signal components.
The superfluous components are called redundancy, and the unimportant components the
irrelevancy.

2.1.1 Redundancy

Most of the common audio signals are produced by the excitation of some physical model,
e.g. the human speech system can be modelled by a cascade of tubes that differ in diameter
and length. At the crossover of one tube to another, the airflow reflects. These selections
give the system its particular behaviour. By applying the speech-model allows a computer
to talk almost naturally. The physical models involve a relation between two different
samples of the audio signal (correlation). Such correlation will lead to higher streams of
data when representing the output of the model. This overhead in the signal is redundancy.
To remove this kind of redundancy the signal has to be decorrelated.
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Redundancy is also present when signal values are not uniformal distributed, e.g. audio
signals. Such redundancy can be removed using an entropy coding scheme such as a
Huffman coder. When all the redundancy is removed, the entropy will be reached. The
entropy is the average information contained in one sample (expressed in bits).

2.1.2 Irrelevancy

The unimportant component in a signal is its irrelevancy. To determine the irrelevancy in
an audio signal, one has to investigate all the properties of the destination of the signal.
The physical study of how sounds are processed by the human hearing system and the brain
is called psychoacoustics. By exploiting psychoacoustic phenomena we are able to reduce
the irrelevancy in the representation of the signal. The most important psychoacoustic
phenomenon is the masking property of the hearing system, which will be discussed in the
next section.

2.2 Masking

Masking is the phenomenon by which a weak signal is made inaudible by a stronger one.
The stronger signal can be a pure tone as well as noise. The masking signal is called
the masker and the masked signal the target. As long as the difference between a coded
signal and the original signal is within the limits of the masked threshold, we can reach
transparent audio quality. Sometimes this masked threshold is called the Just Noticeable
Distortion (JND) [Jay93]. All low bit-rate audio coders make use of the masking effect for
controlling the quantization errors in order to reduce the bit-rate. The masking effect can
be classified into: simultaneous masking and temporal masking.

2.2.1 Simultaneous masking

When the masker and the target signals are present simultaneously, the masker is able to
(simultaneously) mask the target even when the frequencies differ. The masking occurs
in the frequency domain. Therefore, the simultaneous masking is often called frequency
masking. The masker can be either noise or a pure tone. The masking of pure tones by
tones or a narrow band signal is called tone masking.

As an example of tone masking, consider a pure tone of 40dB at 2kHz as target. Because
its sound pressure level (expressed in dB) is above the absolute threshold in quiet, it
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can be perceived. Now suppose the same tone is present simultaneously with a tone of
100dB at 1kHz. Then the target at 2kHz is not perceptible anymore; it is masked by the
masker at 1kHz. The masking effect is illustrated in Figure 2.1. In the figure the masked
threshold of the masker is plotted. The masked threshold is a function of the frequency,
level of the masker and frequency of the masker. The dashed line in the figure is the
absolute threshold in quiet. Masking of tones by broadband noise is called noise masking.
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Figure 2.1: Simultaneous masking
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Experiments showed that when the energy of the target is ±5dB below the energy of
the noise, the target becomes inaudible [Jay93]. Besides the frequency-domain effect of
masking, there is also evidence of temporal masking in the human auditory mechanism.
This will be discussed in the next section.

2.2.2 Temporal Masking

Temporal masking is the effect by which a stronger signal is able to mask a weaker one
even when they do not occur at the same time. There are two categories of this temporal
effect: pre- and post-masking. In Figure 2.2 the temporal masking effect is illustrated. If
the masking of a target occurs before the onset of the mask, it is called pre-masking or
backward masking. Pre-masking is very short in duration. A maximum of 20ms is reported
[Zwi90]. The strongest effect is present only from 2 to 3 ms before the onset of the masker.
In audio coding pre-masking is useful for making non-causal distortions inaudible. Such
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Figure 2.2: Temporal masking

non-causal distortions are caused by processing of acoustic transients by subband coders
as will be shown in Chapter 3. If the masking occurs after the fall-off of the masker, it is
called post-masking or forward masking. The post-masking duration is much longer than
that of pre-masking; it can last up to 200ms but the strongest effect is present only for
±15ms. The real duration depends on frequency, masker level and the duration of the
masker [Zwi90]. In audio subband coders post-masking is useful for making causal errors
inaudible.

As an example of temporal masking consider a 100dB tone of short duration as masker.
Suppose that the frequency of the tone is 2kHz. At that frequency the hearing threshold
is about OdB (see Figure 2.1). In Figure 2.2 the presence of the masker is plotted. The
dashed line indicates the masked threshold at 2kHz. When the tone is present there is
evidence of simultaneous masking, as explained in the formerly section. A few milliseconds
before the onset of the tone, the hearing becomes less sensitive to signal components which
would be masked by simultaneous masking (see the smooth onset of the dashed line). The
same effect occurs after the fall-off of the masker.

The masking effects are useful to lower the bit-rate (number of bits per second) require
ments. This will be discussed in the next chapter, where a so-called subband coder is
explained.
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Chapter 3

SUBBAND CODING OF AUDIO
SIGNALS

The simultaneous masking introduces irrelevancy which can be partly removed by a sub
band coder, as we will see in this chapter. The accent of the discussion will lie on the
coding error introduced by the subband coder.

3.1 Subband encoder

By splitting the frequency spectrum of the input audio signal into adjacent frequency bands,
so called subbands, the subband coder is able to reduce the irrelevancy in the signal. The
splitting into M subbands is performed by a filterbank consisting out of M band-filters.
In Figure 3.3 the block diagrams of the subband encoder is plotted. After transforming

STREAMx[n] ANALYSIS X[sb,ml FRAMING QUANTIZATION
ENTROPY BIT

FILTERBANK - ,----. + ,----.
ENCODING

1--------+

..... t. - - - - .1. - - - - .. - - ... 1- .... ,
, ,

WINDOWING
1-0 PERCEPTUAlA 1-0

FFT
MODEL

I

PSYCHO ACOUSTIC MODEL

Figure 3.1: Subband encoder

the input audio signal into subband signals X[sb, m], which are processed in frames of a
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fixed size. Each frame is divided into some subframes of variable size. The framing block
controls the sizes of these subframes. The M subband signals in a subframe are quantized
by M quantizers. By allowing quantization noise as much as is imperceptible will reduce
the irrelevancy in the signal. To be imperceptible, the level of the quantization noise in
a band must be below the minimum of the masking threshold in that band. In the next
section it will be discussed how the masking threshold is calculated by the psycho acoustic
model.

3.2 Psycho acoustic model

For the calculation of the masking threshold, the power spectral density (PSD) must be
determined. Audio signals are normally non-stationary signals, so the PSD will change in
time. Calculating the PSD at many consecutive parts of the signal is one way of handling
this problem. In practice, tests showed that many audio signals can be considered as
stationary for a few tens of milliseconds. Many techniques can be used to calculate the
local PSD. In the reference coder, the calculation of the PSD is done by performing a
N-points FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) on the windowed input signal. The window used,
is a Hanning window. The N output samples of the FFT are used to calculate the kN + 1
single sided power spectral density samples. These samples reflect the power of the input
signal at a fixed time instant tp within a frequency band of size fs/N (such a band will be
called a bin). Time instant tp is representing the middle of a subframe. The PSD samples
are used to determine the tonality of every bin. The tonality is the indication wether a
frequency component is a tone or a noise component. The tonality and the PSD at a bin
are used to calculate the simultaneous masking threshold, which is calculated for every
sub-frame.

After being quantized the signals are coded by an entropy coder. The entropy coder codes
all the quantizer output level differences by means of Huffman tables. For efficiency reasons
these differences are coded in groups of three, so-called granules. The bitstream output of
the entropy coder is the input of the subband decoder, which will be discussed in the next
section.

3.3 Subband decoder

At the encoder the bitstream is decoded giving the decoded subband signals. The decoded
subband signals are transformed back to time domain by the synthesis filterbank. The
block diagram of the subband decoder is plotted in Figure 3.3. To analyse the output
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Figure 3.2: Subband decoder

error at the subband decoder output it is necessary to discuss the transformation from a
time domain signal to subband domain signals, the quantization of the subband signals,
and the transformation of the subband domain signals to a time domain signal in a more
theoretical way.

3.4 Quantized analysis/synthesis filterbank

In Figure 3.3 the subband coder is shown in a more detailed way. We can see five differ
ent blocks: The analysis filters hsb , downsampIers, quantizers, upsampIers and synthesis
filters isb. The analysis and synthesis are considered to be Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters of length L. The symbols hsb[k) and isb[k] will be used to represent the kth filter
coefficient of the sbth subband filter k E {a, ... ,L - 1 }, sb E {a, ... , M - I}. The
output X[sb, m) of the analysis filter hsb is given by:

00 k=n

Xh[sb, n) = L Xi[k)hsb[n - k) = L Xi[k)hsb[n - k).
k=-oo k=n-L+l

(3.1)

The filtering introduces a lot of redundancy in the filter output signals, the bandwidth is
namely reduced by a factor M and the sample rate is still the same. A downsampler or
decimator can be used to reduce the redundancy in every filtered signal. The downsampler
selects the Rth sample of Xh[sb, n) producing X[sb, m):

k=mR

X[sb, m) = Xh[sb, mR] = L Xi[k)hsb[mR - k]'
k=mR-L+l

(3.2)

The signal X[sb, m) is called the subband signal of band sb. The subband signals X[sb, m]
are quantized by the quantizers Qsb. The output of the quantizers is Xq[sb, m]:

Xq[sb, m] = X[sb, m] + E[sb, m], (3.3)

where E[sb) is the error signal produced by quantizer Qsb on the mth sample of X[sb, m].

At the synthesis side (in the decoder) the signals Xq[sb, m] are upsampled by a factor R,
resulting in the insertion of R - 1 zeros between every two samples of Xq[sb, m]. The
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Figure 3.3: Quantized analysis/synthesis filterbank

upsampling will introduce images in the frequency spectrum. Therefore these upsampled
signals, Xu [sb, n], are filtered by fsb. The filter output signals are added together producing
the output signal y[n]:

y[n] = y[n] + e[n], (3.4)

where e[nl is the error in the output caused by the quantization of X[sb, ml. If the subband
signals in the subband encoder were not quantized, the error signal e[nl would equal to 0
and thus y[n] = y[nl. When the filters provide some special properties, the signal y[nl is
equal to a delay version of the original input signal x[nl.

The output y can be expressed as the addition of the filtered quantized subband signals:

M-l 00

y[nl = y[n] + e[nl = L L Xu[sb, klfsb[n - kl
sb=O k=-oo
M-l 00

L L Xq[sb, klJsb[n - kRl
sb=O k=-oo
M-l L"iJ
L L Xq[sb, klJsb[n - kRl
sb=O k=L"iJ-i+1
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M-l LiJ
L L X[sb, k]Jsb[n - kR] + E[sb, k]Jsb[n - kR]. (3.5)
sb=O k=LiJ-~+l

The coding error ern] can be isolated out of Equation 3.5:

M-l liJ
ern] = L L E[sb, k]Jsb[n - kRl

sb=O k=liJ-~+l

(3.6)

The error in the output is the addition of the M filtered subband quantization error signals.
In the next section it will be shown that this error signal can cause so called pre-echos.

3.5 Pre-echos

From Equation 3.6 it can be noticed that a quantization error on a subband sample will
be spread over L samples in time domain. The spread is kL samples in the 'past' and ~L

samples in the 'future'. Due to the fact that the filter impulse responses are sinc-function
like and that the main part of filter impulse responses is concentrated in about ~L samples,
the biggest components of the distortion are concentrated in kL samples.

As an example of pre-echo consider a Dirac puIs as input of a 64-bands subband coder.
The dirac pulse is plotted in the first plot of Figure 3.4. In the second plot, the absolute
values of the 64 subband signals X[sb, ml are plotted. The signals are delayed by the
quite long impulse responses of the analysis filters. The subband signals are quantized and
transformed to a time domain signal in the subband decoder. This signal y[nl is plotted in
the third plot. It can be seen that after some delay the Dirac pulse is present in output.
The fourth plot shows the error signal. In the last two plots, it can be seen that the error
signal is spread around the Dirac pulse. The filter length of the filters is 1024, so the
error signal will be concentrated in ±250 samples preceding the pulse and ±250 samples
following the pulse. Because of the delays in the system the error is a causal error, but
some times it is called non-causal because in the output, the error signal is preceding the
decoded signal.

The quantizers are controlled by the masking model, as explained in section 3.2. The
masking model determines the quantization step sizes according to the masking threshold.
The masking threshold is calculated from the PSD of a segment of the input signal. When
the masking threshold is calculated of a part that is changing very quickly from a low to a
high signal level, a distortion will arise having two sources. First, the calculated masking
threshold in this case is too high for the low signal level part. In such a case there will be
a pre-echo in the low signal part. Another sources of the distortion is the spread in time
of the subband signal's quantization noise, caused by the rather long impulse responses
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Figure 3.4: Dirac pulse example

of the synthesis filters (in the reference coder the filter length L=1024). The distortion is
called pre-echo, because of the propagation of the distortion to preceding samples of the
transient region. Components of the pre-echo will be audible when they are not masked
by pre-masking or simultaneous masking. The duration of pre-masking is about 2 ms or
about 100 samples when the input signal is sampled at 48kHz.

As an example consider a castanet signal processed by the subband coder. In Figure 3.5
the input x[n] (castanet signal) and output y[n] of the subband coder are plotted. In the
output the pre-echo is the noisy distortion preceding the transient. Such pre-echo will
sound as if the onset of the castanet click is muffled. The effect is stronger when the filters
length are increased, what is needed when the number of subbands is increased. The other
kind of distortion would appear when the signal changes fast from a high signal level to
a low one. Then there will be a 'post-echo'. Such distortion is not so annoying due to
the fact that the post-masking effect is longer in duration than the pre-masking effect (see
section 2.2.2).

The fast changes in the audio signals causing the pre-echos are called acoustic transients,
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or just transients. To reduce pre-echos, first the transients have to be detected. In the next
chapter some acoustic transients will be shown. There will be discussed of how to detect
transients.
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Chapter 4

ACOUSTIC TRANSIENTS
DETECTION

To reduce or even eliminate the pre-echo, some methods are developed. All the reduction
methods require the start positions of the transient. These start positions have to be
automatically detected. During the search for literature on transient detection, it became
clear that transient detection is rather complicated. Because the subject of the project is
pre-echo reduction, it was decided not to concentrate on transient detection. However, for
test purposes there is still need for a simple detector.

In section 4.3 and 4.4 two detectors will be described. One is the transient detector being
used in the reference coder. It detects the transient using subband signal energy differences.
The other detector uses features like signal extremes and zero-crossing positions. In both
cases the detector must detect acoustic transient signals. In the next section first some
examples will be given.

4.1 Acoustic transients

Mainly, acoustic transients are caused by instruments that are played very impulsively like:
piano, xylophone, castanet, etc. In Figure 4.1 some transient audio signals are illustrated.
We can see that the sample value of the signals change very quickly from a low level to a
high one. All these signals will give rise to pre-echos when fed through a standard subband
coder with long filters.
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Figure 4.1: Transient audio signals: (A) speech, (B) castanet, (C) harpsichord, (D) xylo
phone

4.2 Transient detection in general

In the literature many articles can be found on transient detection. Most of the articles
about transient detection are dealing with the problem of how to detect one or more known
transient in noise (Radar, Sonar, ECG, Seismic events). For two reasons the detectors
presented in such articles are not so suitable for acoustic transient detection. First, the
acoustic transient detector does not use prior knowledge of the input signal (except some
trivial parameters such as maximum value and bandwidth). Second, the main problem
of the detection is detection of a impulse start of an audio signal, and not the detection
of (low level) transients in a very noisy environment. For these reasons just some of the
presented techniques are useful for detection of transient audio signals. Therefore, only
the detection techniques are discussed in general.

The detection algorithms can be processed either on-line or off-line. Off-line detectors
detect the transients using the entire signal. The on-line detectors only use the signals
past [Bas93]. The off-line detectors are more powerful but they are not suitable for real
time applications, like the subband audio coder. Therefore, only the on-line detectors
will be considered. The detection is generally done in four steps: segmentation, feature
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extraction, thresholding and decision.

1. Segmentation: The signal is segmented in (possible overlapping) time segments.
These segments can be of different length. The detection resolution (localizing)
strongly depends on the overlap factor and the segment length.

Instead of segments of time signal values, one can also use the time depended spec
tral contents. There exist two techniques to extract the spectral contents: Non
parametric techniques and parametric techniques. A time-frequency transform is a
non-parametric technique. Such time-frequency transform can for example be ob
tained by a filter-bank, short time Fourier transform (SFFT), Wavelet Transform
(WT), Gabor transform, Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) and so on. A big draw
back of such transforms is the always existing tradeoff between frequency resolution
and time resolution. So if one needs an accurate start position of the transient, it is
not possible to do the detection based on high resolution spectral information. Para
metric techniques assume a particular model for the transient signals of interest. This
model can also be used for deriving the time-varying spectral contents. The model
extraction is also used in speech segmentation algorithms and non-stationarity de
tectors [Chu95, Li96, Lov88, Pan96, Pit91, Wo092].

2. Feature extraction: Some features (or criteria) are extracted over the most actual
time-segment. The features are most of the time distance measures, but also model
parameter deviations, entropy [Joh88], and spectral flatness [Par96] can be used. A
common used feature is energy [Dun93, Fan95(a&b)]. In the Article [Par96] different
features are described.

3. Thresholding: The extracted features are compared with the features of one, more,
or all segments of the past, or with some data stored in a library for classification
purposes [Boa90, Bro90, Dar94, Kun94a&b, Las88, Lea95, Man95, Shi90]. Classific
ation in the audio transient detector is unsuitable because of the almost unlimited
number of acoustic transients.

4. Decision: Depending on the result of the comparison, the decision is made whether
there is a transient in the actual segment or not.

The detection performances can be improved by filtering the time signal before extracting
features. This leads to a decreased time resolution, but it can increase the performance
when there is prior knowledge about the statistical signal properties (Matched filter). In
the Article [Mar94] the detector performance is improved by choosing first the best basis
for the Wavelet Transform.

The most interesting articles for acoustic transient detection are: [Agh95, Br090, Dar94,
Lea95, Lov88 , Mei91, Zak93].
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In the next section the detector present in the reference coder, used to control the framing
block, will be described.

4.3 Detection of transients using subband signal power
differences

As will be explained in chapter 3.5, the reference coder contains a build-in transient detector
to be able to reduce pre-echos. It detects transients of input signal o[n] in the subband
domain. The detection is done in three steps:

1. Power determination: For each iteration where M subband samples O[sb, i], sb E
{O, ... , M -I} are produced, a wide-band power is calculated by adding the squared
subband samples.

M-l

Pi = L 02[sb, i]
sb=O

2. Power filtering: A lowpass filtering is applied to three consecutive values of Pi to
smoothen the power curve.

1 2

ai = "3 L Pi - j if i ~ 3 else ai = 0
j=O

Furthermore, a second filtering operation is applied to some formerly Pi's in order to
obtain a prediction for Pi denoted by bi

1 11
bi = - L Pi - j if i ~ 11 else bi = 0

6 j=6

The difference di = ai - bi is a measure for the unpredictability of the power. A large
prediction error is associated with a non-stationary behaviour of the signal power. A
large prediction error corresponds to a transient behavior.

3. Thresholding: The values of di are compared to a certain threshold resulting in the
subband signal time index where the transient starts.

This detector will not have a high resolution, because of the long synthesis filters (e.g. in
the reference coder the filter length is 1024). A higher time resolution can be achieved
by detection of the transient in the time domain as will be explained in the following
subparagraph.
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4.4 Detection of transients in time

Detection of the transients start positions Sri] can be performed by using features as the
zero-crossings and extremes of the input signal. The input audio signal (o[nl) is an 16bits
audio signal sampled at 48kHz. Each sample is represented by an integer ranging from
_215 up to and inclusive 215 - 1. After some experiments, the following method shows
a high detection precision, especially in the case of an audio signal that will be used for
testing the pre-echo reduction methods: a castanet signal.

1. Find the zero-crossings in the input signal o[n]. In the case of a sampled signal, a
zero-crossing will be between two adjacent samples. The time index of the absolute
smallest of these two is defined as Z[m] (Z[m] is the time index of the mth zero
crossing).

2. For a positive segment between two zero-crossings, detect the maximum value of this
segment. For a negative segment, detect the minimum value of this segment and
calculate the absolute value of it. These absolute value extremes are denoted by
M[m].

3. Define D thr as a threshold for the difference between two extremes. From each
extreme the differences with the three precedent extremes are compared to D thr . If
all these three differences are higher than D thr and Z[m] - Sri -1] > Dmin then Sri]
equals Z[m] (Dmin is the minimum difference between two transient start positions).
Tests showed that when using D thr =3000 and Dmin = 1000, the detector performs
well.

In Figure 4.2 the method is demonstrated using a transient in a castanet signal. In the
figure some segments between zero-crossings are marked. From each segment the maximum
of the absolute value is illustrated. In this example the difference M[m] - M[m - j] is
higher than D thr for all j E {1, 2, 3}, thus Z[m] is the start position of the i th transient
when Z[m] - Sri - 1] > Dmin .
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Figure 4.2: Transient detection of castanet in time domain
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Chapter 5

PRE-ECHO REDUCTION
METHODS

As explained in section 3.5, the improper placement of the window used to determine
the masking threshold is a source of pre-echos. Preventing a transient from being in the
middle of the sub-frame by adapting the sub-frames start positions can reduce the pre-echo.
However, a pre-echo will also occur through the course quantization of the first subband
samples of the transient sub-frames (= the first sub-frame after the start of a transient). In
the reference coder the reduction of pre-echos in achieved by a more accurate quantization
of the subband signals representing transient regions in the signals. The transient regions
of subband signals are detected by the transient detector described in Section 4.3. Because
of the long analysis filter length, the size of these regions are relatively large in comparison
to the short temporal duration of the transients in the time domain and therefore it will
cost a lot of bits, without fully reducing the pre-echos. A new way of pre-echo reduction
is the segmentation of the transient regions (TRs) out of the original audio signal. Every
transient region (numbered by index i) in the segmented transient signal is coded separately
by a transients coder, which will be discussed in Section 5.4. After the segmentation the
residual signal is fed through the subband coder. The subband coder is modified to process
the residual, which is zero at the formerly transient regions, in an efficient way. This will
be described in Section 5.5.

In the decoder, the decoded transient signal is added to the decoded residual signal. An
extension to the method is the addition of the coding error of the transient segments
to the residual, and then feed the signal through the subband coder. The first method
will be called the non-feedback (NF) method, the second the feedback (F) method. In
Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 these methods are first explained in detail. Another way of
pre-echo reduction is coding of the pre-echo (PC-method). This method will be discussed
in Section 5.4. In the final Section 5.7, a completely different method will be discussed:
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the zeros insertion method or ZI-method.

5.1 Method 1: The non-feedback method

In Figure 5.1 a diagram of the non-feedback method is drawn. The transient detector

o[n] TRANSIENT
DETECTOR

S[i] &E[i]

ENCODER . DECODER

TRANSIENT trwc[n]
CODER 1-----+-----,

trw[n]

,
SUBBAND

CO(>ER

(5.1)

(5.2)

Figure 5.1: Diagram of the non-feedback method

described in section 4.4 determines the start position Sri] of the i th transient region. The
end position E[i] of the i th transient region is determined in a special way. This will be dis
cussed in section 5.5.2. The Sri] and E[i] positions are fed into the windowing block, which
produces trw[n], a signal that contains just the windowed transient regions. A smooth win
dow is used to suppress the discontinuities that would appear using a rectangular window.
The smooth window WsmAn] of length E[i] - Sri] is defined as:

1
1 - 1cos(-1I" . n-S[i]+l) Sri] ::; n < Sri] + CXin
2 2 ctin+l

W [] 1 Sri] + CXin ::; n < E[i] - CXout
sm,i n = 1 + 1cos(-1I" . n-E[iJ+ctout+l) E[i] - CXout ::; n < E[i]

2 2 ctout+l
o Elsewhere

Where CXin is the number of samples used to fade in (left side), and CXout is the number of
samples to fade out (right side). Because it is likely that the level of the part preceding
E[i] is higher than that of the part following Sri], the factor CXout is chosen much larger
than the factor CXin' Typical values are: CXin = 8 and CXout = 32. With the definition of
Wsm,dn], trw[n] can be expressed as in Equation 5.2.

trw[n] = {oo[n]. Wsm,i[n] S[i]::; n < E[i]
Elsewhere
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Subtracting trw[n] from o[n] results in the removal of the transient region. It produces a
residual signal r[n] that is zero from Sri] + Gin Up to E[i] - Gout.

o[n] . (1 _ Wsm,dn]) { Sri] ~ n < Sri] + Gin
E[i] - Gout ~ n < E[i]

r[n] = (5.3)
o SI:i] + Gin ~ n < E[i] - Gout

o[n] Elsewhere

In Figure 5.2 the effect of the window operation can be seen (S[1]=246 & E[1]=673).
The first plot is a castanet signal, used to demonstrate the window effect. In the second
plot we can see the window used to segmentate the transient region out of the input.
The segmentation gives two signals: trw[n], the signal containing the windowed transient
region, and r[n], the residual signal. The signal trw[n] is plotted in the third plot and
the residual in the fourth. The residual signal r[n] is coded using a modified version of
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Figure 5.2: Effect of the window operation

the reference coder. The modification is done because the residual has different properties
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than the orignal audio signal. This will be explained in Section 5.5. As result of the
modification, the orignal audio signal o[n] must fed into the subband coder too.

Because the subband signals representing the gaps in r[n] after index Sri] are small, the
subband coder output re[n] will not have a pre-echo in front of position Sri]. Only in front
of position E[i] a pre-echo can occur, as a result of the signal part following the window,
which can be transient when constant Qout is rather small and the signal part following the
window rather large. When the size of the gap (E[i] - Sri]) is large enough, the pre-echo
cannot degrade the signal in front of position Sri]. The error made in the subband coder
will be denoted by esub[n].

So with (5.4) it follows:

re[n] = r[n] + esub[n] (5.4)

re[n] =
esub[n]
o[n] + esub[n]

{
Sri] ~ n < Sri] + Qin

E[i] - Qout ~ n < E[i]

Sri] + Qin ~ n < E[i] - Qout

Elsewhere

(5.5)

It is possible to eliminate the pre-echo in the intervals from Sri] + Qin up to E[i] - Qout,

because there the signal r[n] is zero and thus re[n] has to be zero as well. The elimination
is done by the suppressor which performs a windowing by the next window:

(

1 + 1cos(1r . n-S[i]-ain+I)
2 2 a.up+l

Wsup,i[n] = ~ 1 ( .:..:...n---'E=->[.:..Li]+.:....:a""'o=ut~+.::::a.:..::.up"--+~I)
-2 - -2COS 1r' +1a.up
1

Sri] + Qin ~ n < Sri] + Qin + Qsup

Sri] + Qin + Qsup ~ n < E[i] - Qout - Qsup

E[i] - Qout - Qsup ~ n < E[i] - Qout

Elsewhere

Parameter Qsup determines the number of samples used to soften the effect of the sup
pressor at the borders. The output of the suppressor is denoted by res[n].

res[n] = Wsup,dn]· re[n]

Sri] + Qin ~ n < E[i] - Qout

res[n] = [] [] [ ] [] {
Sri] ~ n < Sri] + Qin

on - 0 n . Wsm,i n + esub n E[i] _ Qout ~ n < E[i]
(5.6)

Elsewhere

The signal trw[n] is fed together with the start and end positions of the transient regions
into the transients coder. The transients coder uses a quantizer in combination with a
Rice entropy coder. In Section 5.4 the transients coder will be discussed in more detail.
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The quantizer uses a step size that maintains a constant SNR (SNRnf)' The output of the
transients coder, trwe[n], can be expressed as in Equation 5.7.

trwe[n] = {o[n]. Wsm,dn] + etrc[n] Sri] ~ n < E[i]
o Elsewhere,

(5.7)

where etrc[n] is the transient coding error signal. In the decoder, the decoded transient
signal trwe[n] is added to the subband decoded residual (re[n]) , giving ocnt[n].

oent[n] = res[n] + trwe[n]

oent[n] =

Sri] + ain ~ n < E[i] - aout

{
Sri] ~ n < Sri] + ain

Eli] - aout ~ n < E[i]

o[n] + esub[n]

The error signal is ocnf[n]-o[n]:

Wsup,i[n] . esub[n] + etrc[n]

Elsewhere

Sri] + ain ~ n < E[i] - aout

(5.8)

oent[n] - o[n] = {
. Sri] ~ n < Sri) + ain

E[i] - aout ~ n < E[z]

Elsewhere
(5.9)

Ignoring the smooth borders of the suppressor window (supposing that asup is zero) and
segmentation window (supposing that ain and aout are zero), the final coding error at the
transient regions equals to the transients coder error and elsewhere to the coding error of
the subband coder. The coding error will not contain large pre-echos because the subband
signals are rather small at the originally transient regions due to the segmentation (this
will be shown in Section 5.5.1).

A modification of the method is the feedback of the subband coding error. This method
is called the feedback segmentation method, which will be discussed in the next section.

5.2 Method 2: feedback segmentation method

The diagram of the feedback method is given in Figure 5.3. According to the NF-method
the residual signal r[n] is zero in the formerly transient region. When there is a limited
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of the feedback method

signal in this region, the pre-echo is limited too. Subtracting the transient coding error
etrcf[n] from the residual at the transient regions (feedback of the coding error) will not
cause a large pre-echo when the coding error etrcf[n] is limited. The residual signal with
feedback of the transient, which will be denoted by rJ[n] (the f denotes that feedback is
used), is the input of the subband coder. The output signal rcf[n] of the subband coder
is added to the decoded transient region signal, giving ocf[n]. The transients coder, which
will be discussed in Section 5.4, is the same as present in the non-feedback method coder.
The SNR used to control the quantization step of the transients coder, will be denoted as
SNRf . When the signal to error ratio of subband coder output is higher than one in a
formerly transient region, then the error in the output signal ocf[n] at the transient region
will be less then without the feedback. This enhancement is cancelled by the fact that
the subband coding of the residual with feedback will consume more bits than without
feedback. This higher bit-rate requirement can only be cancelled by decreasing the SNRf .

Feedback of etrcf[n] is done by subtracting trwc[nl from o[n] instead of trw[n], so r f[n] can
be calculated as:

r f[n] = o[n]- trwc[n]

r f[n] = {o[n] - o[n] . Wsm,i[n] - etrcf[n] Sri] ~ n < E[i]
o[n] Elsewhere.

The residual r f[n] is fed through the subband coder producing rcf[n]:
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(5.11)

rcf[n] = r f[n] + esub[n]

rcf[n] = {o[n] - o[n] . Wsm,i[n] - etref[n] + esubf[n] Sri] ~ n < E[i]
o[n] + esubf [n] Elsewhere

Where esubf is the error produced by the subband coder. The desegmentation is done by
the addition of rcf[n] and trwc[n], giving ocf[n]:

ocf[n] = rcf[n] + trwc[n].

Thus:
ocf[n] = {o[n] - o[n] . Wsm,i - etref + esubf[n] + o[n] . Wsm,i + etref[n] Sri] ~ n < E[i]

o[n] + esubf [n] Elsewhere

ocf[n] = o[n] + esubf[n],
(5.12)

where esubf[n] is the error produced by the subband coder. This coding error will differ
from the coding error of the residual signal of the subband coder used in the NF-method,
therefore a different name is chosen.

From Equation 5.12 can derived that when r f[n] is coded perfectly, then ocf[n] equals
o[n].

The non-feedback and the feedback segmentation methods can be improved by a little
modification. This will be discussed in the next section.

5.3 Modified non feedback and feedback method

For both methods improving the final coding error is possible, by performing the smooth
window operation after the transient coding. The diagrams of the modified segmentation
methods (NF and F) are illustrated in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 respectively. The
rectangular window Wreet,i, used to segmentate the transient region out of the original, is
defined as:

W i[n] = {I Sri] ~ n < E[i] (5.13)
ree, 0 Elsewhere

Windowing the original signal o[n] with this window gives the transient signal tr[n]:

tr[n] = {o[n] Sri] ~ n < E[i] (5.14)
o Elsewhere
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The transient is coded using the same transients coder as used in the non-feedback method.
The quantization step size is determined maintaining a constant SNR (SNRnf)' The quant
ization step will be a bit higher because the signal power of tr[n] is higher than that of
trw[n] (Experiments showed an increase of only 0.028%). Now the final coding error of the
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modified non-feedback method (ocnt[n] - o[n])mod is:

Wsup,i[n] . esub[n] + etrcm[n]

(ocnt[n] - o[n])mod =

Sri] + ain ~ n < E[i] - aout

{
Sri] ~ n < Sri] + ain

E[i] - aout ~ n < E[i]

Elsewhere
(5.15)

In the region from SI:i] ~ n < Sri] + ain and E[i] - aout ~ n < E[i] the coding error is
now esub[n] + etrcm[n] . Wsm,dn] instead of esub[n] + etrc[n]. Because the window Wsm,dn]
is less than 1 in this region, the error of the modified NF-method is less than that of the
non-modified NF-method. The same modification can be done for the F-method. However
through the feedback of the coding error, Etr[n], the effect of the modification will be
negligible. Because of this and the higher complexity, only the non-modified F-method is
considered further on. In the case of the NF-method the modified NF-method is a slightly
better than the non-modified version as shown previously, so this method will be considered
from now on. In the next section the coding of the transients will be discussed.

5.4 Coding of transients

The segmentation of the transient regions, gives the signal tr[n]. This signal contains
the transient regions of the input audio signal. The i th transient region starts at index
Sri] and ends at index E[i] - 1. The E[i] - Sri] values of tr[n] in the ith interval are
represented by segment R i . Each segment is coded separately by the transients coder. In
Figure 5.6 we can see the block diagram of the coder. The signal values in each segment

SNR

STEPSIZE

CALCULATION
Encoder Decoder

Bilk] RICE
CODER

Figure 5.6: Transients coder

(Rdk] = tr[S[i] + k] k E {O ... E[i] - Sri] - 1}) are first quantized and mapped on
integer values. This will be discussed in Section 5.4.1. The integer output values will
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have a Laplacian distribution in the case of audio transients (sample values represented
by 16 bit) as quantizer input signal. These values are efficiently coded using a Rice coder.
This lossless coder will be discussed in Section 5.4.2. The Rice coder output integers are
scaled and used to reconstruct the time domain transient signal, which will be discussed
in Section 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Quantization of transient segments

The transient quantizer uses a quantization step ~tr [i] for the ith segment B i • This step
size is calculated in a way that the signal power P to quantization noise power Pn ratio
(SNR) is constant for each segment, so Pn has to be S~R. The power P[i] of the signal in
segment B i is calculated as:

1 E[iJ-l

P[i] = E[i] _ Sri] n~iJ TR
2
[n] (5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

(5.19)

Mid-tread quantization by step size ~ will give a quantization noise power Pn equal to:

p. = ~~2
n 12

Using Equation 5.17 and the definition of the SNR, the quantization step ~tr [i] can be
calculated as:

[ ] 12
P[i]

~tr i = SNR

For each segment Bi , the output of the quantizer is a block of E[i] - Sri] signed integer
values defined as Xi[k]:

Xi[k] = [~dk[}]] k E {O, ... ,E[i] - Sri] -1}
Utr '1, int

The notation [X]int means rounding x to the nearest integer. Each integer is a representation
of the actual level of the quantized value.

To obtain compression, the block of integer values Xi[k] is encoded using an entropy coder.
A Huffman coder is a solution, but has two disadvantages: the probability of each input
value has to be calculated and the Huffman coding table must be sent to the decoder. By
considering the probability function density function (PDF) of the quantizer's output values
of different audio transients, one can see the similarity towards the Laplacian distribution.
As an example, we can compare the PDF of the quantizer's output level indices in the case
of a castanet input signal. Twenty transient regions of the castanet signal are used as input
for the transients coder. The SNR is fixed to 26dB. In Figure 5.7 the PDF of the input
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Figure 5.7: PDF of 20 quantized and scaled to integers output segments in the case of a
castanet signal

signal X is plotted together with a Laplacian PDF. Notice the very good approximation of
the Laplacian distribution with respect to the real PDF. Coding of integer values having
a Laplacian distribution can be done computationally efficient by a Rice coder as will be
discussed in the next section.

5.4.2 Rice coder

Rice coding is a simple, adaptive form of variable length encoding for the efficient coding
of geometric (quantized Laplacian) probability density functions (PDFs). The Rice codes,
reinvented by R.F. Rice [Ric79], are a subset of the Golomb codes [GoI66] and the Golomb
codes are a subset of Huffmann codes. The Rice coder maps the Laplacian distributed
integer input values Xdk] in a computationally efficient way to Huffman codes. This is
done by a division of the input range in equidistant intervals of size m = 2b• Every input
value within an interval can be expressed using b bits. Each adjacent interval is numbered
starting from zero. In Figure 5.8 the positive part of a Laplacian distribution and the
subdivision in intervals of size m = 2 (b = 1) is plotted. When the probability of having an
input value within the first interval (=0) is ~, then the interval index a will be geometrically
distributed: PDF(a) = (~)a+l. Robinson showed in [Rob94] that the probability of the
first interval will be t when:
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where E(IXI) is the average value of the Rice coder input. Now the interval index a can
be optimally represented using the Huffman code < oal > (or any similar prefix code)
where < oal > means a leading zeros and a < 1 >. Every symbol in an interval a will
be denoted by an index p. The index p of a symbol x can be calculated as p = x mod m.
For the encoding of p a binary representation will be used. Due to the fact that the PDF
is not flat in every interval, this representation is not optimal. But an advantage is that
no coding tables have to be transmitted. The sign of input Xdk] is encoded using 1 bit in
the case of a non zero input. When the input is zero, it is clear that no sign bit is needed.
Figure 5.9 shows how an input symbol is encoded. To demonstrate the construction of the

Xi[kl=ol a Zeros 0 IXi[k]1 MODml

(5.20)

Figure 5.9: Construction of the code words for an input Xi[k]

output we will give a few examples of the case m = 8 (b = 3):

The number of bits needed to code an input value Xdk] can be calculated when the average
of a is known. By the fact that the probability of interval a is (~)a+l ,E(a) can be calculated
as:

max(p) (l)k+l 00 (l)k+l
E(a) = L k· - ~ L k· - = 1

sb=O 2 sb=O 2

Thus, on average there are 3 + b bits needed to code an input value: two for the average
number of bits needed to code a (neglecting the approximation in Equation 5.20) and b+ 1
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Output
Input oal p sign

a 1 000
7 1 111 a

-8 01 000 1
27 0001 all a

Table 5.1: The construction of the output bits of some input values, in the case of b = 3

for coding p (neglecting the saving of one bit when the input equals zero).

The Rice decoder decodes the kth value of a segment Xi[k] in the next way: first it counts
the number of leading zeros, giving the group index a. Second the index p is equal to the
b-bits binary number right after the end bit of the prefix code representing p. The decoder
output is Xilk] = a· m +p. If either a or p is not equal to zero then the next bit represents
the sign of Xi[k].

Because the transients samples are processed in blocks, the time domain signal has to be
reconstructed. This will be discussed in the next section.

5.4.3 Reconstruction of the time domain samples

After the Rice decoding the segment of integers values are multiplied by the quantization
step size to invert the mapping of the transient audio samples values to integers. The
output of the multiplier equals Bdk] because the Rice coding is lossless. Each segment Bi

is added to a zero signal at position Sri] giving trc[n]:

_ { a m 3 [Sri], E[i])
trc[m] - Xilm - Sri]] m E [Sri], E[i]) (5.21 )

The coding error is equal to the error made by the quantizer. This quantization error will
have a white noise behaviour. The level of the noise will exceed the hearing threshold at
some parts of the frequency spectrum, when the SNR is less then 96dB (dynamic range of 16
bits sound). However, informal listening tests showed that when the signal to quantization
noise is higher than 26dB, the noise will be imperceptible in the case of castanet transients.
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5.5 Modification of the reference coder

After the segmentation of the transient regions, the residual signal is coded using a subband
coder. The effect of the segmentation on the subband signals of the residual will be
discussed in Section 5.5.1. The subband signals will have different properties at formerly
transient regions. The definition of transient subframes is a way of isolating the subband
signals at formerly transient regions. The start and end positions of such transient region
are determined in a special way which will be explained in Section 5.5.2. After the transient
subframes are defined, they can be processed in a special way. This will be discussed in
section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 Effect of the segmentation on subband signals

Through the segmentation of the transient regions, the behaviour of the subband signals of
r f[n] and r[n] differ from that of o[n]. That is: the subband signals of o[n] at the transient
regions will have a transient behaviour, whereas that of the residual signal r[n] will be
almost zero and that of the residual signal r f[n] will have a white noise behaviour. In
Figure 5.10, the signals o[n], r[n] and r f[n] and the absolute values of their 64 subband
signals O[sb, m], R[sb, m] and RF[sb, m] (sb=subband index, m is subband sample index)
are plotted for the case of a 1024 samples long castanet signal (sample rate equal to 48kHz).
The absolute value of a subband signal X[sb, m] is denoted by IX[sb, m] I. It can be seen
that the subband signals O[sb, m] R[sb, m] and RF[sb, m] differ from each other. The
subband signals during a transient must be processed in a special way, otherwise too many
bits are needed or large pre-echos will occur. The reference coder is able to define transient
frames of subband signals and thereby able to isolate transient intervals. Such transient
frames can be processed in another way, e.g. in the reference coder the transient frames are
quantized more accurately to reduce pre-echos. In the audio coder, the subband signals are
coded in groups of 3 subband values. Therefore, start and end positions of the transient
frame have to be a multiple of 3. In the next section it is explained how to handle this
problem.

5.5.2 Defining transient sub-frames

The time domain start index Sri] of the ith transient region is detected by the transient
detector. This start index is used to calculate the start and end position of the transient
sub-frame in the subband domain, as well as the transient region end posistion E[i]. In
the case of r[n] and r f[n], the definition of start and end positions (Ssub[i] versus Esub )
of the transient sub-frame differ from that of the reference coder. The reason for this is
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Figure 5.10: Absolute values of the subband signals of o[n], r[n] and r f[n]

that the subband signals R[sb, m] within the transient regions are smaller than outside
the transient regions (see Figure 5.10). Coarse quantization of this small part will cause
a small pre-echo. When Ssub[i] has to be rounded to a multiple of 3, the best rounding
direction is upwards. The subband signals of o[n] are large at the place of the transient
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and smaller before it. A precise quantization of this small part of the signal is required to
avoid pre-echos. Due to this more accurate coding of the signals in the transient frame, the
best way of rounding Ssub is downwards to a multiple of 3. In the case of segmentation, the
way of obtaining Ssub[i], Esub[i], & E[i] having Sri], is shown in Figure 5.11. The size of
the transient sub-frame is fixed to the smallest possible sub-frame size: 3. The acquisition
of the end position E[i] of the segmented transient is also shown. The total size of the
segmented part can vary from 4 . 64 + 32 up to and including 7 . 64 + 32. The transient at
position E[i] will cause a pre-echo, but it will be shorter then 512 (half of the filter length)
samples. As explained in section 3.5 the pre-echo will last just for about 250 samples. The
size of the segmented part must be large enough to keep the pre-echo away from the small
signal just before the transient start. The definition of Ssub[i], Esub[i] and E[i] holds also

E [i]

Possible locations
of transient start S [i]

...--:....------r-,--~r--------
I I .............

I 64 I I"
•

Time axis of
Time domain signal

Time axis of
Subband signals

I
SBub [i]

Transient
Subframe

I
E Bub [i]

Figure 5.11: Definition of Ssub[i], Esub[i], and E[i] when one of the segmentation procedure
is used

when using feedback of the coding error (F-method). The subband signals RF[sb, m] at
the place of the transient regions are larger than that of R[sb, m]. Because of the limited
coding error of the transient, the pre-echo produced by quantization of RF[sb, m] will be
smaller than in the case of feeding the original transient signal through the subband coder
(for the same number of bits).

When feeding the original signal through the subband coder the starts and ends of the
transient sub-frames are as defined by the transient detector used in the reference coder
(see Section 4.3).

5.5.3 How to quantize transient sub-frames

Transient sub-frames have to be treated in a special way. Normally the subband signal
of subband sb are quantized, using a step size ~[sb] that introduces a quantization noise
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power equal to the masked power Pm[sb] of that subband. The power of the quantization

noise Pn[sb] = l2 .6.2 [sb], when Pm [sb] equals Pn[sb] the step size 6.[sb] = J12 . Pm [sb]. At
the transient sub-frames the subband signals of subband sb are quantized using a step size
6.[sb] defined as:

6.[sb] = J12. MIN(4· P~[sb], Pm [sb]) (5.22)

Where P~[sb] is the formerly masked power of subband sb. The minimum function MIN
is introduced to reduce the pre-echos. In other words, when the P~[sb] is much lower
than Pm[sb] the quantization will cause perceptible distortions in the part of the signal
represented by the subband signals of the previous frame. In the case of segmentation
of the transient regions, the masked power is calculated using the original signal o[n] as
though in the reference coder. Therefore, the calculated step sizes will be the same for all
the segmentation methods. The number of bits needed to code r[n] will be lower than the
ones needed for coding of o[n], because the signals in the transient sub-frames are much
smaller. When using the NF-method, the subband signals at the formerly transient regions
are so small that a lot of the subband-signals will be quantized to zero. Making them all
zero can create a complete zero frame which can be coded in a more efficient way. However,
making the subband signals all zero at the transient regions showed an increasement of
just a few bls proving that the subband signals are almost always quantized to zero. In
Figure 5.12 the definition of the interval which could be rendered zero is shown.

Possible locations
of transient start S [i] E [i]

:::::~:: I
.'i.. {II

64 ''\ -----

I0 0
-- - --

Time axis of
Time domain signal

Time axis of
Subband signals

Figure 5.12: Definition of Szero and E zero

5.6 Method 3: Coding of the pre-echos

A straightforward way of reducing the pre-echos is encoding of the pre-echo at the audio
encoder side. In the encoder the coding error, containing the pre-echos, of the subband
coder is determined. For this signal the pre-echos are isolated and transmitted to the
decoder. At the audio decoder side the pre-echo can be decoded and subtracted from the
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subband decoded audio signal in order to reduce the pre-echo as far as needed. This pre
echo reducing method will be denoted by PC-method. In Figure 5.13 the diagram of this
method is given. As explained in Section 3.5, the pre-echo will last just for ±250 samples

[n]

0

o[n] TRANSIENT 0

DETECTOR ENCODER DECODER
0

F[i] &S[i]! 1
WINDOWING 0

y~:;~t
p[n] PRE-ECHO pc[n]

: ~m.i[n] : CODER
0

0

-~mqnl
,

,
0

SUBBAND 0

CODER 0 -
SUBBAND ocmc[n] + ocpc

T
CODER

Figure 5.13: Diagram of the pre-echo coding method

when 1024 taps filters are used. So after the detection of the start positions Sri] of the
transients, a pre-echo region can be defined, wherein the pre-echo is concentrated. The start
index ofthis region is F[i] = S[i]-<I>, where <I> will denote the 250 samples that the pre-echo
lasts. The pre-echo is filtered out by windowing the error signal esub[n] = ocmc[n] - o[n]
using a smooth window WsmAn] of size <1>, starting at F[i]. The filter Wsm,dn] is defined
in Equation 5.23.

I
! - !cos(7r . n-F[i]+l)
2 2 O<pc+l

Wsm,i[n] = i+! S( . n-S[i]+o<pc+l)
2 2CO 1r O<pc+1

o

F[i] :s n < F[i] + ape

F[i] + ape :S n :S Sri] - ape

Sri] - ape :S n < S[i]
Elsewhere

(5.23)

The variable ape is used to control the in and out fading of the window.

The output of the window gives p[n]:

p[n] = {o(ocmc[n] - o[n]) . Wsm,dn] F[i]:S n < Sri]
Elsewhere

(5.24)

The signal p[n] that contains the pre-echo disturbance is coded using a pre-echo coder
giving pc[n]. To code the pre-echo, the transients coder discussed in section 5.4 is used.
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As the coding of the pre-echo will need bits, the bit-rate of the audio coder must be
reduced. Since the pre-echo will be coded, the most logical way of reducing the bit-rate
is the removal of the pre-echo reducing action taken at the transient sub-frames. At the
transient sub-frames the subband signals are quantized according to the minimum of the
masked power and the previous masked power (see Section 5.5.3). Quantization according
to only the masked power, is from perceptual point of view probably worse because; it will
cause larger pre-echos, but these are coded in the PC-method coder.

The pre-echo coding error caused by the quantization in the transients coder is denoted by
epe[n]. In the decoder, the decoded pre-echos are subtracted from the decoded o[n] giving
ocpc[n]. The final coding error is ocpc[n] - o[n].

epe[n] ape::; n < Sri] - ape

ocpc[n] - o[n] = {
F[i]

Sri] - ape
::;n<
::;n<

F[i] + ape
Sri]

Elsewhere,

where esub[n] is the error introduced by the modified reference coder.
(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)

The final coding error of the <I> samples in front of position Sri] will be equal to the
quantization error of the pre-echo. A disadvantage of the method is that the inserted
error is white and can contain perceptible components, due to the fact that they are not
masked by either the signal preceding the transient (simultaneous masking) or the transient
(pre-masking).

5.7 Method 4: zeros insertion method

A completely different method of pre-echo reduction is the so-called 'zeros insertion method'
(ZI-method). As explained in Section 3.5, the main cause of pre-echos is the spread of the
subband signals quantization noise. Especially the quantization of the subband signals
right after the start of a transient subframe has a large impact on the pre-echo. Isolating
the pre-echo and attenuating it by multiplication of a special window is not a trivial way
of pre-echo suppression. It is shown in Section 3.4 that y[n] can be expressed by Equation
3.5. Splitting of Xq[sb, m] at sample 8 gives two new subband signals:

X [ b 1 {
Xoq[sb, m] m < 8

;s ,m m~8

{
o m<8

X:[sb, m] X [b] n
qS,m m~o
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Because Xq[sb, m] = X; [sb, m] + X;[sb, m], it is possible to express y[n] as the sum of yarn]
and yb[n]:

M-l L~J M-l L~J

y[n] = ya[n]+yb[n] = L L X; [sb, k]jsb[n-kR]+ L L X;[sb, k]jsb[n-kR]
sb=O k=L~J-~+l sb=O k=L~J-~+l

(5.28)
When the subband sample index 8 equals the transient start index, the splitting performs
an isolation between the signal part preceding the transient start and a part right behind
the transient start position Sri]. Because the subband signals representing the transient
region are quantized more coarsely, the pre-echo is isolated in yb[n]. This pre-echo can be
suppressed using a window Di[n]:

{

On < Sri] - p
Ddn] = ! - !coS(7I" ; n-SJiiP+1) Sri] - p ~ n < Sri]

1 n ? Sri]

The constant p controls the impact of the suppressor. A typical value of pis 20.

The modified output ym[n] can be expressed as:

(5.29)

(5.30)

Because of the filter length L of the filters, the part of yarn] behind position Sri] and the
part of yb[n] in front of index Sri] will not be longer than ~ samples. Thus instead of
the splitting, the same result can be achieved by insertion of a block of ~ zeros in each
subband at time instant 8 giving X;[sb, m]:

{

Xq[sb, m]
X; [sb, m] = 0 L

Xq[sb, m - "R]

m<8
8<m<8+f.- R
m>8+.b.- R

(5.31)

The zeros-insertion procedure is graphicly explained in Figure 5.14. The figure shows the
effect of the insertion of a block of zeros in a frame of subband signals. The insertion of
zeros takes place at the position representing the transient start position. The analysis
filter-bank output of the subband signals X~[sb, m] is YC[n]. From this signal yarn] and
yb[n] can be derived:

y"[n] ~ { ~"[n]

Ab { 0
y [n] = yC[n + L]

Using Equation 5.30 will give ym[n].
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Figure 5.14: Zeros insertion procedure
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The main advantage of this method is the fact that the splitting will not increase the bit
rate. A side effect of the attenuation by window Di[n] is the loss of a part of the original
signal preceding the transient. This is probable not so annoying as the pre-echo, because
under some circumstances, the ear is not sensitive to small temporal gaps in the audio
signal [Zwi90].

The ZI-method involves a different definition of transient subframes in the subband coder
as will be shown in the next section.

5.8 Transient subframes in the zeros insertion method
coder

Because the zeros insertion operation will not use any bits, almost the same processing of
the subband signals is used as in the ZI-subband coder. The only difference is that the
framing block is not controlled by the build-in transient detector (see Section 4.3) but by
using the transients region time indices Sri] and E[i].

In Figure 5.15 it is shown how the start position Ssub[i] and end position Esub[i] of a
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subframe is determined using Sri] and E[i]. The position of insertion of the zeros is equal
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Figure 5.15: Definition of Ssub[i] and Esub[i] in the case of the ZI-method

to the subband time indices representing the position S[i]-128.

In the next chapter the obtained results of all the methods will be discussed
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Chapter 6

RESULTS OF THE PRE-ECHO
REDUCTION METHODS

6.1 Signal quality

Perceived signal quality can mainly be discussed subjective. Rational measures like signal
to noise ratios are not usable, because not the level of noise determines the quality but
the components of the noise having a level higher than the masked threshold. An often
used subjective five-point scale is based on an inverted scale that categorizes levels of
impairment, the so-called MOS-scale [Jay93]:

I Level I
1
2
3
4

5

Subjective quality

Very annoying
Annoying

Slightly annoying
Perceptible but not annoying

1mperceptible

In the case of comparing one of the pre-echo reduction methods with the output of the
reference coder, the MOS-scale is not that attractive. In such case it is better to say
something about de difference of the two methods. Than useful measures are: better, worse
and imperceptible difference. The issue of the comparison will have a strong correlation to
the visual inspection of the output. Namely, the main cause of the difference is the size of
the pre-echo. The size of the pre-echo can be easily seen be visual inspection of the coder
output. The quality of the transient part can just be determined by listening test.
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The actually comparison is done at 'constant' average bit-rate, expressed in bits per second
(b/s). The audio fragment used to compare the different coders is a castanet signal sampled
at fs=48kHz with a length of Zfrag=720906 samples (about 15 seconds long). The average
bit-rate used to code the fragment is calculated by:

R = Nbits • fs
Zfrag ,

(6.1)

where Nbits is the number of bits needed to code the fragment. First the reference coder
is used to process the castanet fragment, giving the average bitrate Rorg . Then one the
pre-echo reducing coders is used to process the fragment giving an average bitrate. The
parameters of the pre-echo reducing coder are adapted till this average bitrate is almost
equal to Rorg . The two outputs are inspected visually, and the difference in perceptual
quality is determined by informal listeners.

In the next section the results of the four pre-echo reducing coders are discussed.

6.2 Results of segmentation

To compare the NF-method and the F-method a test environment was set up, which will
be discussed briefly in the next section.

6.2.1 Test environment

The reference coder is programmed in the program language C. In the research phase of
the project, C was not so attractive for implementation of all the signal manipulations.
Therefore MatLab was chosen for implementation of the transient detection and pre-echo
reduction methods. The communication with the C coder was done by means of files. In
Figure 6.1 a diagram of the environment is drawn. First the audio file is processed by
the SEG module giving the files containing Sri], E[i], Ssub[i], Esub[i] and r(f)[n]. These
files are loaded together with the original audio file into the audio coder. The output file
of the coder (rc(f)[n]) is the input of the DESEG module. This module performs the
desegmentation task. The desegmented signal is also written to a file. By listening to
the file, using an audio player, the quality c.q. the measure of pre-echo reduction can be
determined.
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MATLAB

CODER.C

c
Figure 6.1: Test environment

6.2.2 Results of the non feedback method

A comparison of NF-method and the reference coder was made in the following way:

1. Use the reference coder for coding of the transient castanet fragment. This will give
a bit-rate Rorg .

2. Use the segmentation procedure as described in Section 5.1, this will result in a bit
rate Rr for coding r[n] and a bit-rate Rtr for coding of the transient regions. The
final bit-rate of the NF-method is: Rnf = Rtr + Rr.

3. If Rnf « Rorg then increase the SNRnf of the transient coder.
If Rnf » Rorg then decrease SNRnf.

4. Repeat step 2 & 3 untill Rnf ~ Rorg .

It was found that R org was 65627bjsand Rr=55237bjs thus Rr=10390bjs. This resulted
in a SNRnf of 27.5dB. By comparing the final coding error (ocnj[n] - o[n]) with that of
the reference coder (oc[n] - o[n]) , the window smoothness parameters Gin is fixed to 8, Gout

to 32, and the suppressor's constant G sup = O. In Figure 6.2 the coding errors are plotted
(S[1]=246 & E[1]=673). The reduction of the pre-echo can be easily seen. The fact that the
quantization steps are the same for the NF-method coder and the reference coder, and the
fact that the pre-echo is reduced proves the improvement of the perceptual quality of the
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Figure 6.2: Coding error of the reference coder and the segmentation coder (without
feedback)

signal preceding the transient. The quantization noise at the transient regions due to the
transient coding, cannot be perceived from the informal listening results (see Section 5.4.1).

6.2.3 Results of the feedback method

A problem arises when comparing the F-method with the reference coder: The final bit
rate of the coder using the F-method is higher than Rorg for every SNRf . A way of
decreasing the final bit-rate of the F-method coder is to quantize the 'transient' sub-frames
more coarsely. The subband signals there represent the transient coding error. The more
coarsely quantization of the frames is realized by adding Q dB to the masking threshold
prior to the calculation of the step size. The addition of Q dB to the masking threshold
will surely introduce distortions in perceptible regions. Due to the noisy behaviour of
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the subband signals RF[sb, m] in the transient segments, it is sure that there will be
signal components in every subband of this part, increasing the probability of producing
distortions in perceptible regions. The coding error ocf[n] - o[n] of the next combinations
of SNRf and Q are plotted in figure 6.3 (S[1]=246 & E[1]=673):

(a) SNRf = 19.9dB and Q=30dB

(b) SNRf = 15dB and Q=25dB

(c) SNRf = 10dB and Q=23.5dB
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Figure 6.3: Coder error of the F-method for different choices of SNRf and Q

Note that a higher SNRf (at same bit-rate) leads to a lower pre-echo. For this reason
combination (a) is the best. A SNRf higher than 19.9dB leads to a higher bit-rate than
that of the NF-method even for a high Q.
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In the case of a SNRf of 19.9dB and a Q of OdB the final bit-rate is ±3kb/s higher. By
comparing the final coding error (ocj[n]-o[n]) with that ofthe reference coder (oc[n]-o[n]),
SNRf will be fixed to 19.9dB, Q to 30dB, O!in to 8, and O!out to 32. This resulted in an
bitrate R,. of 58951b/s for coding of the feedback-residual and a bitrate Rtr of 6676b/s for
coding ofthe transients. In Figure 6.4 the coding errors of the reference coder (oc[n] - o[n])
and ofthe F-method coder (ocj[n] -o[n]) are plotted. The reduction ofthe pre-echo can be
easily seen. However it seems that the F-method is worse than the reference coder at place
of the formerly transient regions of the input signal. The residual r j[n] is plotted to show
the transient coding error trwc[n] -trw[n] at the formerly transient regions. The aim of the
F-method is the enhancement of the perceptible quality of the transient regions. It is also
expected that feedback of the error will reduce the main squared value of the coding error.
This reduction can be noticed in Figure 6.4 by comparing r j[n] with ocj[n] - o[n] in the
formerly transient regions. Informal listening tests confirm the expectation of distortions
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Figure 6.4: Plot of coding error of the reference coder and the segmentation coder (with
feedback)

in a perceptible region caused by the addition of 30dB to the masking threshold and the
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spread of the feedback signal over the subbands, causing distortions over the whole audio
spectrum.

6.3 Results of pre-echo coding method

In this section the pre-echo coding method (PC-method) will be compared with the ref
erence coder. To test the PC-method a special PRECOD module was implemented in
MatLab. The input of module PRECOD is the original audio signal o[n], the subband
coded audio signal ocmc[n] and the start indices of the transients Sri]. The module win
dows the coding error signal ocmc[n] - o[n] as described in Section 5.6. The output p[n]
of the window is coded using the transients coder. The SNR of the this coder is fixed
to SNRpe' The transients coder output signal pc[n] is subtracted from ocmc[n] giving the
PRECOD module output ocpc[n].

It was found that the bit-rate Rorg needed to code the castanet signal by the reference
coder equals 65627b/s (see Section 6.2.2).

A big question is if the bit-rate reduction achieved by the modification of the reference
coder is enough to code the pre-echos. Experiments showed that the bit-rate Rmod after
modification equals to 61323b/s. Thus the bit-rate of the PC-method Rpf coder must be
equal to Rorg - Rmod = 4304b/s. It was found that SNRpe could be 19.1dB, when the
window size <P is fixed to 250 and the window smoothness parameter ape is fixed to 5. The
output error signal ocpc[n] - o[n] is first visual compared with that of the reference coder
(oc[n] - o[n]) and that of the modified reference coder (ocmc[n] - o[n]). In Figure 6.5 the
next signals are plotted (S[i]=246):

o[n]: The castanet signal used as input.
oc[n] - o[n]: The error signal produced by the reference coder.

ocmc[n] - o[n]: The error signal produced by the modified subband coder.
ocpc[n] - o[n]: The error signal produced by the PC-method coder.

By considering ocmc[n] - o[n] in Figure 6.5, it can be seen that the modification of the
subband coder has a great impact on the pre-echo, when comparing it to the plot of
oc[n] - o[n]. It can also be noticed that at the transient region (starting at position
S[:I.]=246) the error made by the PC-method coder is larger than in the case of the reference
coder. In the plot of ocpc[n] - o[n] it can be seen that in the signal part preceding the
transients the pre-echo is smaller than in the case of coding by the reference coder.

From a perceptible point of view it is expected that the PC-method is worse that the
reference coder, because of the white noise behavior of the coding error of the pre-echo.
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Figure 6.5: Plot of coding errors of the reference coder and the PC-method coder

It is likely that this noise is not masked by the audio signal preceding the transient, or
completely pre-masked by the transient.

Informal listening tests indicate that the noisy distortion preceding the transient is indeed
perceptible. But that is the little pre-echo too in the case of the reference coder. The
informal listeners opinion was that the reference coder sounds better.

6.4 Results of zeros insertion

In this section the results obtained by the zeros insertion method coder (ZI-method coder)
will be discussed. First the implementation that is used to test the ZI-method will be
described. The zeros insertion task was implemented in the reference coder. The part in
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the output zi[n] = 1;c[n] of this modified subband coder (ZI-subband coder) containing the
pre-echo, is suppressed by window Di[n]. The resulting signal ziw[n] is reconstructed as
described in Section 5.7. The reconstruction is performed by module REVINS which was
implemented in MatLab. The output of the reconstruction module is oczi[n] = ym[n].

Fixing the smoothness factor p of the window Di to 32, resulted in a bit-rate Rzi of
65413b/s which is slightly different from the bit-rate needed to process the castanet signal
by the reference coder (Rorg=65627b/s). The difference is caused by the slightly different
definition of the transient subframes, what is described in Section 5.8. To compare the
results of the ZI-method coder with the reference coder, a plot of the signals in the ZI
method coder will be given, as well as a plot of the error signals.

In Figure 6.6 the next signals are plotted:

o[n]: The castanet signal.
zi[n]: The output of the ZI-subband coder.

ziw[n]: The effect of the window on the output of the ZI-subband coder.
oczi[n]: The ZI-method coder output signal.

In Figure 6.7 the next signals are plotted:

o[n]: The castanet signal.
oc[n] - o[n]: The coding error of o[n] after being processed by the reference coder.

ziw[n] - zi[n]: The error introduced by the suppression of the output of the ZI-method coder.
oczi[n] - oc[n]: The coding error of o[n] after being processed by the ZI-method coder.

It seems that the ZI-method coder is worse than the reference coder. Informal listening
test showed that the output of the reference coder sounds more naturally than that of the
ZI-method coder.
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CONCLUSIONS

A visual inspection of the coding error signals of the NF-method and F-method shows that
for both an improvement in pre-echo reduction is obtained.

The fact that the quantization steps of the subband signals are the same for the NF-method
coder and the reference coder, and the fact that the pre-echo is reduced at equal bit-rates,
proves the improvement of the perceptual quality of the signal preceding the transient.
The quantization noise at the transient regions due to the transient coding cannot be
perceived from the informal listening results. In the case of the F-method the pre-echo
is caused by the rather course quantization of the transient sub-frame. The quantization
steps are larger than in the case of the NF-method, a result of the addition of QdB to the
masking threshold. Due to the property that the frequency spectrum of quantization noise
is white, there will be an error signal in every subband, even in bands where the original
does not contain data. Therefore, it is likely that some distortions are not eliminated by
temporal or simultaneous masking properties of the ear. Informal listening tests confirmed
this expectation.

The PC-method reduces the mean squared error of the pre-echo by coding the pre-echo
by quatization and a rice coder. The quantization noise will contain components that are
perceptible, due to the fact that it is likely that they are not masked by either the signal
preceding the transient or the transient itself. This expectation was confirmed by informal
listening tests.

The zero-insertion method did not seem to perform well, quite certainly caused by the
attenuation of the pre-echo before the reconstruction is performed.

All in all, the non-feedback method is preferable above all the other.
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FURTHER RESEARCH

The performance of the F-method, as well as that of the PC-method, could probably im
proved by using noise shaping. Then it would be possible to reduce the white quantization
noise in parts of the frequency spectrum where the hearing is most sensitive. On the other
hand the shaping will increase the white quantization noise outside that part, but there
the hearing is less sensitive.
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